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rhe Lange foundry in Svendborg,
Denmark has been handcrafting elegant, durable and highly efficient tact
iron woodstoves for over 125 years.
The stoves' classic beauty and exceptional performance have made them
popular in Europe as well as in the
United States. The reasons are simple.
-First, Lange's air-tight construction
ensures steady, even heat output and
permits overnight burning.
-Lange designs are durable and safe.
Joints are bolted and cemented and
doors are individually hand-filed for
air-tightness. Lange employs the famous S-pattern air flow (see diagram)
and heat exchangers (on models
+6302Kand 6303) which channel tht
'heat within the stove, thereby radiating more heat into the room.
-Lange7s dual-baffled draft controls
provide easy starting, improved heat
regulation, and better mixing of incoming air with burning fuel.
-LangeYs heat exchangers extract the
maximum amount of heat from the
least possible amount of wood.
-LangeYs workmanship and desig-_
are unsurpassed in elegance and variety.
Ten models (including coal stoves,
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stoves and a ship stove) are availablt
in flat black or skillfully applied por
celain enamel in rich colors (red,
blue, green and black). Bas-relief mÃ§
tifs of mythological and medieval origin enhance the stoves' beauty.
The Lange 6302K is an unusually
powerful heater, with additional hea
radiation achieved by the large
amount of heavy cast iron, by the
large second tier heat exchanger anci
by the circulation of combustion gases
through a unique internal baffle system. The 6302K takes a 24-inch log
and has been tested in northern climates to heat 8000 to 10,000 cubic
feet. Not only does the second tier
heat exchanger boost the radiant heat
output of the 6302K, it also contains
an oven and cooking plates with a
vent for temperature regulation.
A shorter version of the 6302K is
the Lange 6302A as shown in color
on the back cover of this Directory.
This stove without the'second tier
heat exchanger, standing 34-inches
high and weighing 272 pounds, consumes approximately the same
amount of woodfuel and has been
tested in northern climates heating 7000 to 9000 cubic feet. The top

surface of the 6302A also has cookirplates. A knob above the draft controls actuates a by-pass in the baffle
for quicker starting.
All models have been tested according to UL standards and are
listed with the Maine Energy Testing
Laboratory.
For additional information on
Lange stoves and a comprehensive
guide to heating with solid fuel, sent
one dollar to the address below.
Specifications
50'h x 16 x 34 in.
47'14 in. (A 35%

370 lbs.
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Cast iron
Flat black ($9gb);
blue or green
enamel ($1 224);
red enamel
($1354).
Importer and Distributor
weight:
Materials:
Colors:

Svendborg Company, Inc.
85 Mechanic Street
Lebanon, New Hampshire 03766
603-448-5065
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